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Abstracts

Consequences of Confined Diagnostic Groups

In order to develop appropriate treatment strategies for these new molecular entities, it is essential to know the clinical response and outcome from previously applied treatment strategies. Conversely, it is valuable to analyze the outcome of patients with tumors treated as per CNS-PNET strategies that were reclassified into other known entities. Interestingly, after identifying these new entities, additional cases aligning with these profiles were found among patients with historic diagnoses other than CNS-PNETs. In order to develop appropriate treatment strategies for these new molecular entities, it is essential to know the clinical response and outcome from previously applied treatment strategies. Within a broad international collaborative approach, clinical, molecular and histopathological data are collected for patients with historic diagnoses of CNS-PNET or with tumors not diagnosed as CNS-PNET but that fit the molecular profile of one of the newly defined molecular entities. Clinical and outcome data will be presented for patients with matched molecular profiles.